Gemini Cleaning Systems ltd
ECO-400
For printers with a print bed up to 342/342/200 mm

Genie encapsulated washing systems
After working closely with our distributors and their clients own very specific requirements regarding
water supply and environmental issues we were the first company to offer a fully independent
washing system with an integral wheeled water tank offering you a system that can be used anywhere
when water/drainage services are difficult. Many companies are also very sensitive towards wasting
water and the ECO-400 can save you up to 80% on your water usage.
At Gemini we feel that the genie ECO-400 machine offers every thing that the end user requires with
excellent value for money whilst still providing you with the very
best production line quality machines capable of dealing with
any size prints produced BELOW the Stratasys 500 range of
printers, a drop down front door with safety interlock gives
unravels access to loading the prints.
Of course we only use the very best industrial grade motorpump units, trouble free simple to operate controls, two
fantastic bright led internal lights, tool less nozzle couplings, with
a simple internal pressure selection valve, a fixed nozzle point to
enable two handed manipulation of the print and an industrial
two speed wiper system. we fit a large filter basket into the
internal water tank allowing long periods of use without the
need to clean the filters
Gemini were the first company to offer the fixed nozzle option
as standard, providing you with the very best cleaning option
with fantastic control and manipulation of the print.
The two flexible hoses options are unrivalled in allowing you to
get into the very deep recess of the print, the 5 mm pipe will go
into very long internal channels with ease.
Gemini were also the first company to offer multi function
tool less nozzle and flexible hose changing .

This machine has a 100 lt mobile water tank allowing for long use between
re-fills and will save you over 80% water consumption.
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